Upcoming Concerts and Information:
http://music.stanford.edu
http://ccrma.stanford.edu/concerts

No food, drink or smoking is permitted in the building.
Cameras and other recording equipment are prohibited.
Please ensure that your pager, cellular phone, and watch alarm are turned off.

**Tintinnabulate**, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Pauline Oliveros, Director, Harmonica, Conch
Sarah Weaver, Director, Soundpainting, Trombone
Jonas Braasch, Director, Saxophone
Curtis Bahn, Director, Dilruba
Cristyn Magnus, Video, Laptop
Stephanie Loveless, Voice
Anne Guthrie, French Horn
Luke Noonan, Mandolin
Jefferson Pitcher, Guitar

**VistaMuse**, Center for Research in Computing and the Arts
University of California San Diego
Mark Dresser, Director, Soundpainting, Bass
Adriene Jenik, Director
Shahrokh Yadegari, Director
Victoria Petrovich, Director
Grace Leslie, Flute
Batya MacAdam-Somer, Violin
David Medine, Viola
Ashley Walters, Cello
Kaylie Duncan, Cello
James Gordon Williams, Piano

**telematic concert**

Live Web Stream:
http://www.arts.rpi.edu/liveStream

CCRMA STAGE
NOVEMBER 16, 2007  FRIDAY, 5:30pm PST, 8:30pm EST
**TeleCello Concerto**

Chris Chafe, cello
Sarah Weaver, Soundpainter

SoundWIRE Ensemble @ Stanford
Tintinnabulate Ensemble@ RPI

---

**Water Naught**

Mark Dresser and Sarah Weaver, Soundpainters

VistaMuse@UCSD
Tintinnabulate Ensemble@ RPI

---

**Three Ways**

Curtis Bahn, Dilruba
Chris Chafe, Cello
Mark Dresser, Bass

SoundWIRE Ensemble @ Stanford
Tintinnabulate Ensemble@ RPI
VistaMuse@UCSD

---

**SoundWIRE**. Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA

Chris Chafe, Director, Cello
Ge Wang, Director
Juan-Pablo Caceres, Technical Director, Synthesizer
Scott Gresham-Lancaster, Video
Robert Hamilton, Technical Director, Guitar
Adnan Marquez-Borbon, Saxophone
Nicholas J. Bryan, Clarinet, Laptop
Baek San Chang, Laptop, Guitar, Piano
Hiroko Terasawa, Voice
Fernando Lopez-Lezcano, Laptop
Cobi van Tonder, Laptop, Voice, Objects
Turner Kirk, Laptop, Bagpipe
Gina Yiqing Gu, Laptop, Flute, Piano
Elise MacMillan, Violin, Voice, Kazoo
Diana Siwiak, Flute, Piano, Voice
Dennis Yung-Shen Hsiao, Laptop, Guitar, Piano
Max Citron, Laptop, Guitar, Drums, Synthesizer
Luke Dahl, Melodica, Synthesizer
Tania Lanfer Marquez, Piano, Laptop
Joel Darnaver, Bass, Guitar, Rocks
Chris Warren, 8-String Bass/Guitar, Feedback Piano
Jeff Cooper, Nylon Guitar, Harmonica
Henri Penttinen, eBottle

http://ccrma.stanford.edu/groups/soundwire/